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KEY FEATURES & BUSINESS BENEFITS

Gain a clear picture of your 
vehicle assets with Leopard 
Telematics. Extract, monitor 
and record comprehensive  
up-to-the-minute vehicle use 
and driver behaviour data from 
your entire enterprise fleet.  

1 Understand how each vehicle in your fleet is being 
operated and know where each vehicle is at all times.

2
Securely extract a wealth of information about your 
vehicles for accurate reporting, fleet management 
and specific workflow improvements.

3 Anticipate vehicle maintenance requirements and 
safety compliance measures.

4
Improve the driving performance of your staff with 
in-vehicle driver coaching instructions and driving 
data records.

5 Unlock fleet management profits as driver behaviour 
and asset efficiencies are optimised.

6
Synchronise Leopard Telematics data with business 
systems such as your customer relationship, vehicle 
maintenance and/or compliance regulation managers.

7
GEOTAB device is quick and easy to install without the 
need for any special tools making it a time and cost-
effective alternative to older style hard-wired solutions.

VEHICLE FLEET 
VISIBILITY
Leopard Telematics powered by the leading global telematics 
provider GEOTAB, is a vehicle tracking solution that syncs 
with on-board computer systems to extract, store and 
deliver valuable real-time information about your vehicles. 

By extracting vehicle metrics via an OBDII port plug-in ‘GO’ 
device, Leopard Telematics provides second-by-second 
tracking of vehicle use, performance and GPS location. 

Vehicle fault diagnostics, fuel usage, instrument readings 
and sub-system data for each vehicle provides a rich 
breadth of information for valuable insights to improve 
fleet productivity and operations.     

Additionally Leopard Telematics can be leveraged to deliver 
automatic in-vehicle driver instructions and coaching for 
your personnel. 

When compliance to meet safety and legal regulations 
is essential, Leopard Telematics tracks and monitors 
critical checkpoints such as speeding, seatbelt use, 
driving time for fatigue management, and more. 

Plus, collision detection sensors trigger accident 
notification, and forensic acquisition of vehicle data,  
to help understand the potential loss and manage the 
subsequent investigation.

Better knowledge and visibility of exactly how your 
vehicle fleet is being used will inform your operations 
management and business improvement decisions. 

Telematics



CAPABILITIES & BENEFITS
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Established in 1990, Leopard 
Systems is Australia’s leading 
enterprise mobility solution provider 
with a reputation for creating 
innovative strategic solutions. 

Our team’s deep and up-to-date 
industry knowledge, platform 
development flexibility, in-house 
hardware and other device expertise, 
client support services and long-term 
partnership commitment are 
instrumental to the ongoing success 
of your mobility solution. 

Well regarded within the Transport 
and Logistics, Field Service, Retail 
and Supply Chain sectors, Leopard 

Systems leads the way with its 
completely configurable platform 
solution. Available as pre-configured, 
commercially-viable enterprise-grade 
solutions designed to increase 
efficiencies, reduce input error, 
lift productivity and, of course, 
increase the bottom line.

By partnering with Leopard 
Systems your company will benefit 
from entrusting one company from 
order to operation and, in doing so, 
enjoy a seamless implementation, 
personalised support and 
outstanding service from industry-
trained personnel.

ABOUT LEOPARD SYSTEMS

Melbourne 
Suite 1, 322 St Kilda Rd, St Kilda VIC 3182

Sydney 
Level 1, Unit 7, 11 Lord St, Botany NSW 2019

1300 LEOPARD (1300 536 727)
T: +61 3 9534 2022  F: +61 3 9534 1522
info@leopardsystems.com.au  

www.leopardsystems.com.au

OFFICES

Driver Management Vehicle Tracking 

WITH TELEMATICS   
YOU CAN…

• Precisely and rapidly geo-locate 
individual vehicle assets within your 
fleet in real time

• Monitor engine diagnostics to 
address maintenance requirements 
and act early to repair unexpected 
issues

• Save time by automating driver 
time-sheeting and using the optional 
in-cabin speaker announcements

• Collect data from many optional 
vehicle systems, such as 
temperature monitoring, camera 
systems, automatic driver 
authentication, load detection 
systems and more

WITH TELEMATICS   
YOU PROVIDE…

• Support to your drivers to improve 
their driving performance with 
in-vehicle instructions, coaching 
and safety awareness

• ‘Hours of service’ tracking for 
accounting, regulation compliance 
and staff management purposes

• Liability reduction as possible 
problems with vehicles are detected 
early and rectified quickly 

• Reliable asset management of 
capital investments to ensure 
correct and effective use by your 
personnel

WITH TELEMATICS   
YOU GET…

• Useful information on vehicle 
operation parameters such as 
speed, excessive braking, 
swerving, g-forces, collision 
impacts and much more

• A greater understanding of 
individual driver behaviour, 
assessed in relation to their delivery 
task completions, to improve your 
overall customer service

• A monthly subscription for an 
enterprise-grade solution that’s 
easily implemented to replace 
overpriced ineffective legacy 
systems

Easy to Install


